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About the Book
The book presents the topics of control engineering in a relative easy language, which is of great importance for the beginners. It is compulsory
for every student to start with the basic concepts and gradually reach to the competitive level. This book includes competitive objective type
questions at the end of each chapter. Moreover, the major complex topics of control engineering like Root Locus Technique, Bode Plot and
Nyquist Criterion are explained in an easy manner using step-by-step method. In addition to this, some advanced topics of control engineering
like sampled data control systems and robust control systems are also included in this book.

Salient Features
 Covers all the important concepts in the subject, like block diagrams, feedback, modeling, time response analysis, frequency response

analysis, root locus, stability, modeling, components, and so on.
 Also deals with a few advanced level topics like data control systems and robust control sysems.
 Provides solved examples inside the chapters, and exercises and objective type questions at the end of chapters (for practice) besides
MATLAB programs.
 Topics like Root Locus Technique, Bode Plot, and Nyquist Criterion are explained using step-by-step method.
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